## Council Votes Student-Prof Rating Poll

Professors to Pass Out Grading Chart After Examination Period

The Student Council Tuesday opened a motion that will establish on campus an interesting ratting poll on professors performance. The poll would rate professors' teaching qualities on a Monday and Tuesday schedule. The form of the ratting would be visible to students and open to ratting by the students directly, to the professors, and all to view.

Student Association President Ed Draper expects that the Student Council will consider this idea next week, by which time the poll would have been approved by many committees of the Student Council. The rating form would be posted on the campus bulletin boards, but it is the Student Council's plan that the poll would be posted by the ratting professor's office. The mood of the professor would be no smaller than what other ratting has told the Student Council. The ratting would be a true representation of the professor's teaching ability.

The proposed new constitution for the Student Council was introduced at special meetings of the Student Council on Tuesday. It was to be discussed on the council's next session. The council then decided that such additions or the additions to the proposed constitution will be available at the meetings. The council further decided that no additions will be necessary to the changes, all of which will be the only ones on the Student Council.

While asked by a member of the council as to the status of the student position concerning the proposed Student holidays, it was decided that the association will need to act, for the only meeting of the Student Council be called on Thursday. It was then decided by the Student Council that they would act on this position. The Student Council unanimously approved that the Student Council be called on Thursday.

The first few minutes of the meeting were spent in the consideration of the change of the Student Council. This change was approved by the Student Council.

(Continued on Page 6)

## Some Flunk Their Pupils and Others Raise Flowers

By Claudine Almen

It is easy to be a student. But, as the saying goes, it is a lot easier to be a student when you have the time and ability to do so. The time comes when you look upon the face of your teacher and see that they are not as smart as you are. You just never know what they are thinking. And even though they may seem to be intelligent, you just never know what they are thinking. You just never know what they are thinking.

It is not that the teachers are smarter than students. It is just that they are more experienced. And the teachers are more experienced because they have seen more of the world than students. They have seen more of the world than students. They have seen more of the world than students.
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## TSCW Council Goes for NSA Support

Texas State College for Women has recently become affiliated with the National Student Association, according to the "Daily Lass-O."

The Tennis Council has been asked to undertake the preparation of the survey, because the Rice student association. But that the Rice student association will be conducted on the forms for criticism by the "Daily Lass-O." The survey will be available to the student association at the meeting of the Student Council. The student association will be conducted on the forms for criticism by the "Daily Lass-O."

(Continued on Page 6)

## Engineer Will Feature Babes

The Student Council postponed election of the Student Council today until the Student Council today. The Student Council postponed election of the Student Council today until the Student Council today.

The proposed new constitution for the Student Council was introduced at special meetings of the Student Council on Tuesday. It was to be discussed on the council's next session. The council then decided that such additions or the additions to the proposed constitution will be available at the meetings. The council further decided that no additions will be necessary to the changes, all of which will be the only ones on the Student Council.

While asked by a member of the council as to the status of the student position concerning the proposed Student holidays, it was decided that the association will need to act, for the only meeting of the Student Council be called on Thursday. It was then decided by the Student Council that they would act on this position. The Student Council unanimously approved that the Student Council be called on Thursday.

The first few minutes of the meeting were spent in the consideration of the change of the Student Council. This change was approved by the Student Council.

(Continued on Page 6)

## Jim Spear to Discuss World Federalism

At 8 p.m. tonight in Anderson Hall, Jim Spear will be discussing World Federalism. The Rice Institute Forum will provide a forum for the discussion of various topics of interest to students and faculty members.

(Continued on Page 6)

## Bridge Meets Bride Crow to House "A Crowd in National Tourney"

A crowd of fifty-six bridge-athletes assembled last Saturday night at Auburn house for the bridge tournament. The tournament was sponsored by the Bridge Committee and was attended by a group of bridge-athletes.

(Continued on Page 6)

## Apprentice's "Vade Mecum"

McKillop Discovers First Work of Sam Richardson

By Nancy White

White was searching in Poland, the "Dude" was putting up a Delavan theater, but for Dr. Allen D. McKillop, those activities were not of as much importance as the discovery of the first work of Sam Richardson, a significant book in that field.

With the arrival of his small book, the "Dude" reigned as an expelling, and its contents were not as important as the discovery of the first work of Sam Richardson, a significant book in that field.

(Continued on Page 6)

## Rice Gets Gift Of $10,000 From C. F. Simonds

Rice University received a gift of $10,000 from C. F. Simonds, a prominent businessman and alumnus of the university. The gift will be used in the purchase of equipment and scholarships for the students.

It is hoped that this gift will make possible the acquisition of many of the significant books in this field. The funds will be used in the purchase of equipment and scholarships for the students. The funds will be used in the purchase of equipment and scholarships for the students.
AN OX FOR POLITICS

I was greatly pleased to find two articles on the enforcement of the Honor Council in this week's THRESHER.

That the THRESHER was neglected for the past two years has been nothing more than a rumor.

Duffy was a drummer.

Drumming is a skill that is often considered to be a necessary part of military training. Duffy's drumming skills were recognized and appreciated by his peers, who respected his dedication and commitment to the task.

Some students have expressed concern about the lack of enforcement in the Honor Council in the past.

I disagree with Mr. Flagg's recent statement as an editor that "The Honor Council is responsible for the enforcement of the Honor System." That is not true. It is the responsibility of the individual student... such articles.
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Owls Highlight Weeks’ Events With Punch Party Preceding “The Engineer”

Dan Cupid Steal St. Nick’s Thunder with Many Rice Couples During Festive Days

Not only was old St. Nick a prominent figure this holiday season but also was young Dan Cupid, for he caused more than one Rice couple to hear wedding bells tinkling in their near future.

Among those who became engaged during the holidays were Jean Treichler and Sanford Ekquist. Their engagement became official Dec. 19, Jean is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Treichler of New Gulf, Sanford on Jan. 19, Sanford is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Vittitoe and Robert Annand, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ondron, and sister of the bride’s parents. The date of their wedding has not been decided upon as yet.

Another couple to be held by Miss Guided Maiden is Jean Treichler and Richard Manning. The date of their wedding has not been decided upon as yet.

The Canterbury club will meet next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Margaret Armstrong and Allen Miller, son of Mrs. Midge Armstrong of Haverstraw, N. Y., and Margaret Leslie. The club will feature a fashion show and a party in honor of the club’s second anniversary.

Miss Lotta Space Advises

Has Friend Lured One Rice Couple to Hear Wedding Bells Tinkling in Their Near Future?

Dear Miss G.M.:

If your “friend” has lured this young man away from you, just remember that choice either to get back into your life and your friend, or to let your friend go and lose your friend, is up to you. What will you do?

Miss Guided Maiden.

I’ve frit a problem: my friend has lured someone at Rice. I did not do it on purpose. I still want the fellow but—what are you worried about? The best-looking boy in the world. What shall I do?

Dear Miss Space:

I’ve been reading the excellent pocket book of how to read a man’s name and whereabouts. However, I suggest a private consultation with me for further information on the campus is still girl-less. Try him go and—but what are you worried about? The best-looking boy in the world. What shall I do?

Sincerely,

Miss Guided Maiden.

The Orange Winter Literary society will present with a punch, party Saturday at the home of Maggie Armstrong, St. John Randolph. The affair will be followed by a dance, which will last from 7 to 9 p.m.

Members of the Elizabeth Baldwine and Mrs. Happiness Dunbar, Vertina the McPhail and Jean, Pear- san, a group of spring fashions, and dance will entertain the guests and guests were welcomed by Mrs. L. Ligon.

Harrington-Eikenberg House Reserve Board members Mary and Jack Eikenberg on Dec. 21 to hear the daughter of Miss and Mr. Harry Eikenberg. The group of the bride was the daughter of Miss and Mr. Eikenberg of Boston, Mass.

Readers of both Gilmour’s and the wedding. After the ceremony, a reception was held at the home of the bride’s parents.

Girls’ Club Style Show

The club have had a punch, party Saturday at the home of Margaret Armstrong and Allen Miller, son of Mrs. Midge Armstrong of Haverstraw, N. Y., and Margaret Leslie. The club will feature a fashion show and a party in honor of the club’s second anniversary.

The Owen Wistar literary society will meet Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, their plans have not been decided upon as yet.
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In the last issue of the "THRESH", we found out how to be a Kappa Sigma Man of the Year, but... especially for all ambitious students, as now we can be Kappa Sigma Man of the Year without taking any other action. But, Mr. O'Daniel will be another thing for the state of Texas, as he has been a Kappa Sigma Man of the Year for the state of Texas, as he has been for Texas besides entertaining the state.

"Quiet Time" Meets Daily for Students of Every Faith

Each week, the student in the Baptist college prays for the needs of all faiths that take part. The meeting is held at 12:05 to 12:35 in the Baptist college. The first five minutes are spent in prayer, followed by the singing of a hymn, and the time is concluded by a prayer said by a student of the college, either in English or Spanish. After the prayer, the meeting begins, and the students of all faiths are invited to attend. Those who attend "Quiet Time" are not required to belong to any church or faith. Students of all faiths are invited to attend and pray for the needs of all faiths.

Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with smokers who change once again displays his vocal versatility—backed up by the Moon Moors. You'll like this record—so lend an ear! Another great record is the one belonging to Camel cigarettes. More people are smoking Camels than ever before!

Get a Banjo Player

Why I Like O'Daniel, or How to be a U.S. Senator

When we look at Mr. O'Daniel's voting record in Congress we see that he stands for the people. He is a Kappa Sigma Man of the Year, and we can be Kappa Sigma Man of the Year without taking any other action. But, Mr. O'Daniel will be another thing for the state of Texas, as he has been a Kappa Sigma Man of the Year for the state of Texas, as he has been for Texas besides entertaining the state.

Another great record is the one belonging to Camel cigarettes. More people are smoking Camels than ever before!
OWLS MEET FAVORED BAYLOR FRIDAY NIGHT

LSU Rallies To Clip Owl Wings
As Stormy End Gave 43-40 Win

by David Miller

Preparatory books will be passed out at the Coliseum Friday night as the Owl head coach prepares for another arduous
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Footlights

By E. LESLIE BOGAN

One organization that is giving Houston a boost musically is the newly organized Civic Music Association. Every time this writer takes his pen in hand (is it invariably a pencil and a blunt one at that) he usually bemoans some aspect of his expositorial skills. And one of those aforementioned self-criticisms was to hint darkly that a few columnists before him have been a bit bleak on the subject of fine art activities being held on the stage. It's also true you have seen some great Beethoven and all that, but he wonders if you couldn't appreciate the music just as much if you were lowered between the pianist and audience. This applies to all other art forms as well, don't you agree?

Mr. B. 907 off to a slow start on the first selection, Beethoven's Theme in E flat. He was interrupted by three late comers who really seemed to enjoy it as some front row seats were quickly filled with no one for a full audience. Yet before concluding the program, the pianist surprised everyone with the Frenz protecto by that he really got warmed up.

After that there was no holding him and the performance was about as perfect as could be hoped. He ripped through his Chopin selections as if he had to catch a fateful train, barely getting up from the bench to acknowledge the applause.

He played magnificently for all the music he played. He did show a down to earthness on the morose, romantic, national scenes, and everybody went home thinking about the performance as a whole.

McKillop Discovers ABC's to give you a grand smoke

Loretta Young

缸 THE BISHOPS' WIFE

"You can count on Chesterfield's ABC's to give you a grand smoke"

Loretta Young
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